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May 16, 2016 

Penn West Petroleum Ltd. 
Suite 200, Penn West Plaza 
207-9th Avenue SW 
Calgary, Alberta, T2P 1K3 

VIA E-MAIL ONLY 

Attention: Ms. Marianne Holmberg, Senior Surface Landman 

Dear Sir or Madame: 
 
Re: Alberta Energy Regulator Application No. 1832419  

Letter dated May 12, 2013, as to Statements of Concern No. 30235 
 Recommendations and Notices Arising Therefrom 

We are in receipt of the above-referenced letter from Penn West Petroleum Ltd. (“Penn West”), addressed 
to Dorin Land and Oilfield Management Inc., dated May 12, 2016 (the “Letter Response”).   

The Letter Response is purported to be a response to Statements of Concern No. 30235 (the “SOC”), filed 
by us on or about April 8, 2016 with the Alberta Energy Regulator (the “AER” or “Regulator”). 

The SOC relate to Application No. 1832419, dated June 17, 2015, governed by AER Directive 065 (the 
“Application”) filed by Penn West with the AER. 

We are extremely surprised, not to mention highly concerned and alarmed: 

• that a licensed land agent employed by Penn West would dare, in a letter copied to the AER, to 
take the written surface rights positions set out under Item 3(a) of the Letter Response;  

• that the facts related to Amendment Agreements, as defined in and attached to the Letter Response, 
have not been considered or set out by Penn West; and, 

• that the Letter Response raises more questions and concerns than it addresses. 

Recommendations 

With respect, our strong recommendations are as follows: 

1. That Penn West voluntarily withdraw the Application, in large part because the related AER 
proceedings are irreparably tainted, and as such simply cannot be continued in a just or fair manner.  
The factors are: 

a) The AER failed to file, deal with, or dispose of, an application made by us circa May 4, 2015, 
which pre-dates the Application and addressed matters relevant to the Application (Penn 
West agreed that the AER possesses jurisdiction to deal with the matters raised). 
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b) Penn West’s documentation, related to the Application and surface rights claims in general, 
particularly related to licensing authority approvals, is not in order. 

c) The Application contains incorrect statements about Armisie Field wells being shut in 
because of problems with sales gas pipeline No. 35962,1 which statements are inconsistent 
with the facts – that oil wells remain on production and solution gas is being flared (possibly 
without the necessary approvals for solution gas flaring). 

d) Proceedings related to the Application are not convened for the purposes of varying previous 
licensing authority (Attachment 1) and Surface Rights Board (Attachment 2) decisions.  
Yet Penn West is effectively asking the AER to vary such Previous Decisions, which the 
AER cannot do, pursuant to the Application, because of the rule against collateral attack. 

e) Numerous other reasons, including evidence (AER communications Attachment 3), which 
contain statements that conflict with Penn West’s position that the sales gas line (No. 35962) 
was shut in circa June of 2014 as stated in Item 9 of the Letter Response. 

f) The AER must avoid all potential for injustice, and should not continue with proceedings 
that are tainted – rather the AER should start afresh. 

2. That Penn West design and conduct a thorough participant involvement program (see Section 2 of 
Directive 056), which includes: 

a) consultation with surface landowners, occupants, and area residents; 

b) consideration of variations to what Penn West is currently proposing, particularly an 
alternative scheme that eliminates the need to store sour oil in tanks and the need to recover 
solution gas vapours from such tanks; and, 

c) compliance with Penn West’s commitments (the “Commitments”), set out in Appendix 2 to 
Alberta Energy and Utilities Board Decision No. 2005-085 dated July 28, 2005 (the “EUB 
Decision”, Attachment 2). 

3. That Penn West absolutely ensures it possesses all necessary legal rights of entry, and has fully 
complied with previous licensing decisions and its recorded Commitments, by way of: 

a) amending and/or replacing any existing surface lease agreements to render them fully 
compliant with the statutory scheme and facts as a whole, and so that any such agreements 
fully comply with the Commitments set out in the EUB Decision; and, 

b) curing any and all trespass related to pipeline operations within Armisie Field; and, 

c) ensuring all agreements that grant rights of entry are consistent with licensing decisions; or, 

d) filing applications to the Surface Rights Board for right of entry orders. 

4. That Penn West re-apply for approval of a modified enhanced oil recovery and solution gas re-
injection scheme after completion of the recommendations set out in 2 and 3 above. 

                                                           
1 See page 2 of the letter dated June 17, 2015 from Benoit Regulatory Compliance to the AER. 
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5. That Penn West either reaches agreement with the surface owners as to flaring of solution gas in 
the interim period - until solution gas re-injection is approved by the AER - or voluntarily shuts in 
all Armisie Field wells and facilities pending such an approval (by way of a new application). 

The freehold owners of the surface of the south half of Section 4-52-25 W4M respect Penn West’s rights 
to access and produce any minerals leased by Penn West.   

Penn West must similarly respect the rights of surface owners, guaranteed by certificates of title, the 
statutory scheme as a whole including the Responsible Energy Development Act, Oil and Gas Conservation 
Act, Pipeline Act, Environmental Protection and Enhancement Act, Surface Rights Act, Land Titles Act, 
Land Agents Licensing Act, Administrative Procedures and Jurisdiction Act, the principles of natural 
justice, and the doctrine against collateral attack. 

Pursuant to such statutes, principles, and doctrine, the AER simply cannot approve the Application without 
starting afresh, having regard to the Previous Decisions attached, the statutory scheme as a whole, the high 
importance of the decision to the individuals affected, and/or risking future challenges to any approval of 
the Application by way of proceedings currently underway. 

Danyluk v. Ainsworth Technologies, [2001] 2 S.C.R, 2001 SCC 44 (CanLII)   

Chandler v. Alberta Association of Architects, [1982] 2 SCR 848 CanLII 41 (SCC) 

Baker v. Canada (Minister of Citizenship and Immigration), 1999 Can LII 699 (SCC)  
Togstad v. Alberta (Surface Rights Board), 2015 ABCA 192 (CanLII) 

Positions of the Surface Owners 

A. Opposition:  

 The surface owners are strongly opposed to the following: 

1. Any further use of sales gas pipeline No. 35962 for the purposes of transporting sour oil well 
solution gas (they are open to possible future use of such pipeline for transport of oil effluents or 
crude oil, whereby use of tanks might be eliminated). 

2. The continued use of oil storage tanks. 

3. Flaring or incineration of Armisie Field oil well solution gas except: 

a) in emergency situations for very short durations of time; or, 

b) when a flaring permit has been properly applied for and issued, by way of: 

(i) strict observance of AER Directive 060 provisions; and, 

(ii) associated written reasons for decision of the AER, which take into consideration the 
extreme importance of any decision to the individuals affected. 

4. The current location of incineration and tank battery facilities. 

5. Any consideration of the Application without full regard, by Penn West and the AER, to the 
previous Commitments of Penn West set out in Appendix 2 to the EUB Decision. 

https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/2001/2001scc44/2001scc44.html?autocompleteStr=Danyluk&autocompletePos=1
https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/1989/1989canlii41/1989canlii41.html?resultIndex=3
https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/1999/1999canlii699/1999canlii699.html?autocompleteStr=Baker&autocompletePos=1
https://www.canlii.org/en/ab/abca/doc/2015/2015abca192/2015abca192.html?autocompleteStr=Togstad%20v.%20Alberta&autocompletePos=1
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6. Any argument before the AER, made by Penn West related to leased surface area, that does not 
conform to Penn West’s evidence related to same, recorded by the Surface Rights Board in 2007 
and/or the findings of such Board (Attachment 1). 

B. Solution Gas Re-Injection. 

The surface owners and area residents we have communicated with are not opposed to solution gas re-
injection per se.  In fact there is considerable support for such a proposition (as opposed to use of the sales 
gas pipeline).   

For clarity, the Objectors related to the SOC are opposed to any circumvention whatsoever of the 
requirements of the statutory scheme as a whole.  They reasonably expect Penn West and the AER to ensure 
all technical requirements of application are met in full, and to ensure each reasonable objection raised is 
dealt with in a fulsome manner.  They submit Penn West has failed to do so. 

The position of the Objectors is that Penn West can no longer do so adequately, without effectively 
requesting the AER: 

• to ignore the principles of natural justice; and, 

• to proceed in a manner that does not exhibit the necessary degree of procedural fairness when 
measured against factors set out by the Supreme Court of Canada (as per Baker and Danyluk 
(supra)). 

C. Possible Consent:  Under certain highly reasonable conditions, the surface owners are prepared to 
provide their consent to a modified scheme for re-injection of Armisie Field oil well solution gas and 
produced water (consent to the existing Application shall not occur). 

Conditions of the surface owners for possible consent to solution gas re-injection include, but are not 
necessarily limited, to the following: 

1. That abandoned well licenses be reviewed and varied if necessary prior to the filing of a new 
application under Directive 065 by Penn West. 

2. That the facility licence be amended to increase the inlet H2S maximum concentration allowed (see 
Attachment 3). 

3. That the footprint of Penn West’s operations be reasonably minimized (as per the submissions of 
the Application related to the EUB Decision that the footprint was minimized) and conforms to 
licensing authority surface area approvals. 

4. That private agreements or right of entry orders contain: 
 
a) the reasonable terms and conditions of surface owners related to Penn West’s proposed 

and/or agreed to operational schemes; 

b) any conditions of approval set out by the AER; and, 

c) the expectations of the licensing authority as to Penn West’s Commitments, set out in 
Appendix 2 to the EUB Decision. 
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D. Mineral Rights as Related to the “Watson Lease” 

The Letter Response clearly confirms that there is no properly-executed freehold Petroleum and Natural 
Gas Lease dated October 20, 1950, referenced in the Lieber Lease as defined in the Letter Response. 

As such, the “Watson Lease” as defined in the Letter Response, is patently an informal agreement of sorts 
between Penn West and freehold mineral owners.   

Such an arrangement may be sufficient to meet eligibility requirements for Penn West to hold well licenses.   

However, whether such an informal arrangement renders the Lieber lease valid at the time of its purported 
amendment by way of the Amendment Agreements as defined in the Letter Response, is another matter 
entirely, which must be decided by an authority with jurisdiction to do so. 

Moreover, given Penn West’s clear position that freehold minerals underlying LSD 8-4-52-25 W4M are no 
longer leased, the  informal Watson Lease also constitutes an amendment of any 1950 arrangements (such 
LSD 8 minerals appear to have been leased previously, as per numerous documents in the public domain, 
see for example the Addenda at TAB 5 of the SOC and Attachment 4). 

E. Surface Rights:   

Penn West simply does not legally possess the surface rights of entry that Penn West purports to possess, 
including those described in the Letter Response. 

The surface owners: 

1. were not misled by Penn West’s letters dated September 20, 2013, May 23, 2014, or December 19, 
2014 (attached to the Letter Response); 

2. are highly concerned that the AER may be seriously misled by such letters, and the Letter Response, 
related to what surface rights Penn West has and/or has not obtained in the past; and, 

3. in the event Penn West and surface owners cannot agree on the facts and issues and/or cannot 
resolve such matters privately, intend to request the AER for leave to make detailed submissions 
in such regards. 

F. The Financial Condition of Penn West is a Significant Factor. 

Penn West’s well publicized and extremely poor financial situation is a significant factor, 
particularly given the following: 

1. The vast amounts of retroactive and future compensation Penn West is obliged to pay to 
surface owners arising from Penn West’s positions on the Amendment Agreements as 
defined in the Letter Response (and other factors). 

2. Minerals related to the “Watson Lease” as defined in the Letter Response are freehold.  If 
Penn West cannot cover its liabilities, freehold mineral owners may become responsible, 
who may similarly not be able to cover liabilities created by the Lessee of freehold 
minerals. 
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3. The Province of Alberta may refuse to cover the liabilities of Penn West given that the 
minerals related to the “Watson Lease” as defined in the Letter Response are freehold. 

4. Penn West’s Armisie Field income may be reduced by virtue of the shutting in of Armisie 
Field wells because of sales gas pipeline issues and/or the need to reduce battery inlet 
volumes to allow for temporary flaring of solution gas (pursuant to Directive 060 
requirements). 

Short Term Solutions to the Solution Gas Flaring Problem 

We strongly believe that, in the interest of area safety, and because of the inability or unwillingness 
of the AER to make expeditious decisions that ensure area safety and air quality, that we can broker 
an inventive arrangement between surface owners, area residents, and Penn West, whereby, until 
such time as decisions on Penn West’s Application are made by the AER: 

• Penn West can potentially produce all Armisie Field oil wells and maximize income; and, 

• flaring of solution gas can potentially cease. 

NOTICES 

TAKE NOTICE that owners of Braun Lands as defined in the Letter Response have granted 
authority to Dorin Land and Oilfield Management Inc. to seek and explore negotiated alternative 
solutions to the various shortcomings of the Application and continued solution gas flaring. 

TAKE FURTHER NOTICE that Dr. Singh, the owner of Singh Lands as defined in the Letter 
Response, has similarly provided such authority to Dorin Land and Oilfield Management. 

Deadline: 

TAKE FURTHER NOTICE that Penn West has until Midnight, Thursday May 19, 2016 
Edmonton time (the “Deadline”), to meet and or correspond with the undersigned, and to reach 
agreement in full, as to: 

1. Temporary resumption of full Armisie Field production by way of temporary solution gas 
re-injection (subject to expedient AER approval of a temporary nature). 

2. Voluntary withdrawal of the Application (with the understanding that Penn West may re-
apply). 

3. Temporary and/or permanent solutions to problems arising from solution gas flaring. 

In the sole discretion of the undersigned, reasonable extensions to such Deadline shall be granted, 
but only in the events that the parties are making reasonable progress related to a negotiated 
solution to problems arising from the continued flaring of Armisie Field oil well solution gas. 



mailto:Lisa.Gagyi@aer.ca
mailto:Darcy.Allen@aer.ca
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Attachments: 

1. EUB Decision No. 2005/085 including Appendix 2 (Commitments of the Applicant) 

2. Surface Rights Board Decision No. 2007/0140 dated October 1, 2007 

Notes have been added, and references to evidence and decisions as to leased acreages 
within Singh Lands and Braun Lands have been highlighted in yellow. 

3. E-mail from Ms. Rondine Cabot to Mark Dorin dated June 26, 2015 (statements related to 
use of sales gas line 35962 at such time highlighted in yellow). 

4. Trust Deed between Armisie Oil Company Limited and National Trust Company Limited 
dated January 28, 1954, including Schedule A (see Part II – Security, Clause 15(I)(a) and 
(b)). 

Note:  Part B of Schedule A references mineral rights related to LSD 8-4-52-25 W4M. 


